Secure Outcomes Selected “Vendor of the
2018 Year” by the Arkansas Chiefs of
Police Association

Company Continues to Win Accolades for its LiveScan
Fingerprinting Products and 24/7/365 Support and
Service

For Immediate Release: Tuesday, 4 September 2018

Evergreen, CO, September 4, 2018 -- Secure Outcomes Inc. announced
today that the Arkansas Chiefs of Police Association has selected the
company for its annual “Vendor of the 2018 Year” award.
The Arkansas Chiefs of Police Association (AACP) is the largest law
enforcement organization in the state with several hundred chiefs of police
members. The AACP continually works to enhance the knowledge and
skills of police executives so they can effectively meet the growing demand
for the best possible law enforcement tools and methods available. The
AACP also advances the science of police administration and crime
prevention and disseminates professional administrative practices, fosters
police cooperation and exchanges information and experiences throughout
the state.

Jack Harper, CEO of Secure Outcomes, said, “We have 70+ customer sites
in Arkansas and most are police departments, but also a large federal airport
and a district court. We here at Secure Outcomes are deeply honored and
humbled to receive this award. It is wonderful for our efforts and hard work
to be recognized by AACP.”
Chief Gary Sipes (Ret.), AACP Executive Director said, “It is with great
pleasure of the Association to name Secure Outcomes the distinction of 2018
AACP Vendor of the Year award. Secure Outcomes has provided several
agencies in Arkansas with reliable products such as the LS fingerprinting
system. Mr. Harper and Secure Outcomes have supported our Association
and our members throughout the years and we wanted to extend our
appreciation by giving them this distinguished award.”

Harper and Andy Albiez/Sales Executive for Arkansas will accept the
formal award for all the people of Secure Outcomes at the convention
banquet in Rogers, Arkansas in late September.
About Secure Outcomes
Secure Outcomes designs and builds the industry’s easiest to use, most cost
effective and best supported digital livescan fingerprinting systems
available. The fast growing Secure Outcomes customer base of
approximately 400 users includes well over 100 police departments, the U.S.
Army and U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, major
federal airports, a federal government financial agency with over $1-trillion
in assets, over 100 large public school districts, Fortune 500s, over 100 Class
III NFA firearms manufacturers and dealers, commercial enterprises and
many others across the country.
The LS family of digital livescan fingerprinting systems collect, archive and
transmit forensic-quality fingerprint sets. The separate products are designed
to inexpensively fulfill the demanding requirements of law enforcement,
public schools, firearms dealers, military, banks, commercial and local, state
and federal government users.
The Secure Outcomes systems also include optional military-grade data
encryption to further protect sensitive fingerprint and other information.

Secure Outcomes systems are designed to operate anywhere in the world and
are 100% programmed in Common Lisp, the artificial intelligence
applications development language. U.S Patents 9,569,655, 9,342,732,
8,676,046 and 8,331,775.
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